Microscopic papillary thyroid carcinoma compared with clinical carcinomas by loss of heterozygosity mutational profile.
The clinical significance of microscopic papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTCa) is controversial. Many authors think that microscopic PTCa (<1 cm) have the same pathogenetic origin as clinically sized papillary carcinomas (>1 cm). Despite the fact that all clinical risk prognostication schemes have the size of the tumor as a primary category, small tumors do have malignant potential and can metastasize. There is growing evidence that small PTCa have the molecular translocations between the proto-oncogene RET and various activating partner genes that are characteristic of clinically sized PTCa. This study used a microdissection and genotyping assay to study the patterns of loss of heterozygosity of tumor suppressor genes in microscopic and clinically sized PTCa. Our results indicate that all PTCa harbor mutations with similar frequencies and distribution patterns, regardless of the size of the tumor. These data are further evidence that microscopic and clinically sized PTCa are pathogenetically related.